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MOTORIZED WHEEL SYSTEM FOR sold for a fraction of the price of a commercial stander , yet 
PEDIATRIC STANDER dramatically increases the functionality of the stander . 

a 

CROSS REFERENCE SUMMARY 
5 

2 

This application claims the benefit of the filing date of In accordance with one aspect of the present invention , 
U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser . No. 62 / 577,836 , there is provided a kit for converting a non - motorized 
filed Oct. 27 , 2017 , which is hereby incorporated by refer stander to a motorized stander including : 
ence in its entirety . a lower assembly including at least one drive wheel 

10 connected to a platform , a motor connected to the at least 
FIELD one drive wheel , a power plant connected to the motor , a 

bumper connected to the platform , at least one sensor 
The present invention relates to a motorization kit attach- connected to the platform , and at least one customizable 

able to a non - motorized stander , and in particular to a mounting plate connected to the platform ; 
universal motorization kit attachable to a non - motorized 15 a microprocessor ; 
stander and method . an upper tray assembly including an input device includ 

ing a wireless input which controls wheel motion and 
BACKGROUND steering ; and 

a pole adjustable in height connecting the lower assembly 
Standers are established devices that support a person in 20 with the upper tray assembly , wherein the at least one 

an upright position . These are used in therapy sessions to customizable mounting plate includes a mounting device 
increase bone and core strength and allow students to attachable to a non - motorized stander . 
interact with other children and their classroom environment In accordance with another aspect of the present disclo 
at the same height as their peers . Unfortunately , non - motor- sure , there is provided a method for converting a non 
ized standers do not allow for any means of mobility or 25 motorized stander to a motorized stander including : remov 
requires substantial manual strength , leaving many being ing a wheel assembly from a non - motorized stander ; and 
pushed around the room by an adult . attaching the non - motorized stander to at least one customi 
A significant number of children are confined to a sitting zable mounting plate of a kit according to the present 

position during the school day . This interferes with educa- invention . 
tion and esteem as it reduces access to their environment . 30 In accordance with another aspect of the present disclo 
Specifically , students should have the ability to look peers sure , there is provided a universal motorized kit for con 
eye - to - eye , to interact with tabletop activities , and to move verting a non - motorized stander to a motorized stander 
about gym class in a standing posture . Cerebral Palsy ( CP ) including : 
is the most common motor disability in childhood , affecting an assembly of mechanical and electrical components 
1 of every 323 children , and nearly half of children with CP 35 including : 
cannot walk independently by age 8. There are additional a ) mechanical components including one or more of the 
diseases affecting mobility . following : 

Prior technology includes standers that are not motorized lower platform / platform , 
so the person is either stationary of moved from one place adapter plates to allow connection of entire device to 
to another with the assistance of a person . Prior technology 40 stander at two points using existing threaded holes 
includes motorized wheel chairs which address the need for on a non - motorized stander , 
mobility , but not the utility described above . Prior technol wheels and wheel supports , 
ogy does include some commercial standing wheelchairs or upper tray ( and support ) , 
sit - to - stand standing wheelchairs . See ( levousa.com ) . These electronics enclosures , 
are not modification kits and do not include many of the 45 shroud / bumper , 
features described in this invention . sensor support , 

All commercially available standers are either : 1 ) station input devices including joystick , and 
ary , 2 ) on casters and able to pushed from place to place by mechanical switches ; 
an aid or assistant or 3 ) have manually propelled wheels . b ) electrical components including one or more of the 

Therapy sessions in a stationary stander are boring . This 50 following : motors , 
leads to non - compliance with prescribed therapy . Remaining battery , 
sitting and stationary in a school setting has adverse physi motor controller electronics , 
ological and psychological effects . Autonomous movement input microcontroller , 
in an upright position has advantages in many situations and bluetooth or wireless receiver ( includes program ) , 
is currently not a possibility for many people . input conditioning electronics , 

This invention is a modification kit to existing standers position sensors , 
rather than a reinvention of the stander . This invention additional sensors for visual or other position aware 
solves several problems relevant to these existing devices . ness , 
Most researches in the field of Physical Therapy are not 
aware of the current state of the art of components that are 60 vision , and 
integrated into this invention , or possibly unable to design microcontroller to determine appropriate path and 
the system with sufficient mechanical , electrical , and soft communicate to motor controller board ; and 
ware capabilities . c ) algorithms performing one or more of the following 

The art lacks a system capable of modifying off the shelf functions : 
standers with a motor , a controller and some human interface 65 motors , 
( currently buttons ) so that a child can be mobile , upright , and battery , 
autonomous . The art lacks a modification kit which can be motor controller electronics , 

a 

55 

GPS , 

a 
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input microcontroller , ment , the motors are integrated into wheels 33 , although 
input conditioning electronics , other configurations would include a motor and drive system 
position sensors , powering wheels 33. The lower platform 31 supports a 
additional sensors for visual or other position aware- bumper 34 , which may be a single piece of plastic that 

ness , 5 encloses or encapsulates the lower assembly 30 and acts like 
GPS , and a shroud . The bumper 34 attaches to the lower platform 31 . 
vision . This protects components from damage , including some 

These and other aspects of the present disclosure will water protection . The bumper 34 is flexible and triggers a 
become apparent upon a review of the following detailed mechanical bump switch 36 to detect physical contact with 
description and the claims appended thereto . an object . The lower platform 31 supports a lower electron 

ics enclosure 70 that contains a power plant , such as a BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS battery 71 , motor controller electronics 72 for motor control , 
as well as a microcontroller 73 to interpret various com FIG . 1 is a perspective view of a person interacting with a motorized wheel kit attached to a commercially available 15 mands and determine the appropriate wheel movement . The 

stander according to an embodiment of the subject inven lower assembly 30 includes safety sensors , including both a 
tion ; mechanical bump switch 36 and non - contacting sensors 37 . 
FIG . 2 is a perspective view of a motorized wheel kit These sensors communicate additional information to the 

according to an embodiment of the subject invention ; central controller 75. The lower assembly 30 also includes 
FIG . 3 is a perspective view of the lower assembly of a 20 non - contacting proximity sensors 37 , such as infra - red or 

motorized wheel kit according to an embodiment of the ultrasound sensors . Non - contacting proximity sensors 37 are 
subject invention ; attached to the lower platform 31 . 
FIG . 4 is a rear perspective view of the lower assembly of The lower electronics enclosure 70 in shown in FIG . 4 

a motorized wheel kit according to an embodiment of the with the lower platform 31 removed so that the contents of 
subject invention ; 25 the lower enclosure are visible . Within the lower electronics 
FIGS . 5A , 5B and 5C are schematics of the function of enclosure 70 is a battery 71 , motor controller electronics 72 , 

safety sensors according to an embodiment of the subject Bluetooth or wireless receiver 73 , additional sensors for 
invention ; visual or other position awareness such as GPS 75. The main 
FIG . 6 shows a telescoping view of the universal mount microcontroller 77 is contained within this enclosure . 

ing plate and attachment to the lower platform that allows 30 The non - contacting position sensors 37 overlooking the 
for fitting to any non - motorized stander according to an front wheels are used to detect the presence of objects or 
embodiment of the subject invention ; used to detect the absence of floor , such as descending stairs 
FIG . 7 is a perspective view of the top tray assembly or a curb , as shown in FIGS . 5A - 5C . These sensors may use 

according to an embodiment of the subject invention ; ultrasound , optical , infrared , or LIDAR sensors . 
FIGS . 8A , 8B and 8C is a schematic of user interfaces of 35 The lower platform 31 connects to a non - motorized 

the remote control according to an embodiment of the stander by way of mounting plate 61 , shown in FIG . 6. A 
subject invention ; single screw 62 passes upwards from the mounting plate 61 
FIG . 9 is a view of the upper electronics enclosure through clearance hole 63 and into a female threaded hole 67 

according to an embodiment of the subject invention ; and within the commercial non - motorized stander . This embodi 
FIG . 10 is a schematic of the flow of information accord- 40 ment of a modification plate is compatible with any stander 

ing to an embodiment of the subject invention . that leaves a female threaded hole 67 upon removal of the 
front wheels . Alternatively , by way of example , a stander 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION that has a male thread or a clearance hole at this location 67 , 
or any other connection features , from modification of a 

As compared to available standing wheelchairs or sit - to- 45 stationary stander , such as a manually propelled stander 
stand wheelchairs , this invention has the advantage of being having casters or having manually propelled wheels , could 
much more cost effective , being able to be retrofit to any be connected to mounting plate 61 with appropriate hard 
commercially available stander , and includes many of the ware connection variations and embodiments . In accordance 
features described in this disclosure ( the prior art does not ) . with an embodiment shown in FIG . 6 , mounting plate 61 is 
These include : including wireless augmented control , safety 50 secured to the stander and screws 64 passing from the 
sensors , universal mounting system , and flexibility of user mounting plate 61 into T - nuts 65 within the lower platform 
input . 31 secure these plates to the lower platform 31 , and therefore 

Referring to the figures wherein like numerals indicate entire motorized kit 10. The lower platform 31 attaches to 
like or corresponding parts throughout the several views , a the existing holes 67 within any stander via two mounting 
motorized wheel modification kit 10 for non - motorized 55 plates 61 , provided as part of the kit 10. One feature of these 
standers 20 is generally shown in FIG . 1. The kit 10 includes mounting plates 61 is that they may be customized to the 
mechanical components of a lower assembly 30 , which is particular stander 20 by the selection of an appropriate screw 
connected both mechanically and electronically through a 62 and modification of clearance hole 63 through mounting 
height adjustable pole 40 to an upper tray assembly 50 . plate 61 to match the diameter of screw 62. All other features 
These components are shown in FIG . 2 and the specific 60 of mounting plate 61 are common for all mounting plates . 
components of the lower assembly 30 and the tray assembly Different models of standers may have different distances 
50 are described in more detail below . between the front two threaded holes 67. This is universally 

The lower assembly 30 shown in FIG . 3 is composed of accommodated by the kit 10 because mounting plate 61 
a lower platform 31 , which mechanically joins wheel attaches to the lower platform 31 via screws 64 into t - nuts 
mounts 32 that support and align motorized wheels 33. At 65 65 and these screw and t - nut can sit anywhere along chan 
least one drive wheel is connected to the platform , and nels 36 which can extend the entire length of lower platform 
preferably a pair of drive wheels . In a preferred embodi- 31 . 

a 

a 

a 
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The support pole 40 , FIG . 7 , allows for adjustment of this algorithm : 1 ) Additive function : the combined input of 
position of the upper tray 171 , mechanically supports the forward switch and a right from the wireless device will 
upper tray 171 , and includes routing of a cable assembly make the device continue forward with a sweeping turn to 
internal to 70 that transmits power and information between the right . 2 ) Remote override : Forward joystick and stop 
the upper tray controller and the central controller . The 5 from remote will make the stander stop . 3 ) Forward from 
upper tray 171 is adjustable , allowing for positioning in stander with object detection from bump sensor will cause three linear directions and in three rotational directions via the stander to stop . 4 ) Reverse from stander with object a mechanical mechanism 172 and mechanism 179 between detection will allow the stander to move in reverse . The 
the tray base 171 and control mounting surface 173 to allow calculated desired user action is communicated from the for unique positioning for the driver . main microcontroller 77 to the motor controller 72 via The upper tray 171 is connected via the tray support pole 
40 to the lower platform 35 at one location . The upper tray standard digital or analog protocols . This information flow is 

shown in FIG . 10 as 102 to 103. As illustrated in FIG . 10 , 171 includes a control mounting surface 173 , such as Lego , 
Velcro , or magnetics that allows for various switches to be an algorithm 102 is embedded on main microcontroller 77 . 
attached , but easily moved so that the number of switches , 15 This device integrates existing technologies with algo 
position of switches can be easily adjusted for particular rithms and hardware in a unique manner . The kit replaces 
user or even a particular scenario . As an example , one or two of the passive wheels on a stander with motorized and 
more switch buttons 174 may be used . In the preferred controllable wheels . Readily available micro - controllers are 
embodiment this is done via a universal mechanical attach- programmed to be capable of acquiring and processing 
ment , such as a Lego peg board on the tray and Legos 20 multiple inputs from the user and therapist and controlling 
attached to the bottom of switches . In an alternative embodi- the motors . Additional sensors could be implemented ( i.e. , to 
ment , this mechanical attachment could be a proprietary detect the presence of obstacles or people ) in order to 
mechanical system or could be done with an array of enhance safety and provide some device autonomy , but a 
magnets used to locate and hold the switches in position . goal is not an autonomous robot , but rather a device that 
Alternative inputs include joystick 175 , touchscreen device 25 improves the mobility , autonomy , and educational experi 
176 , or a remote control 177. The upper tray assembly may ence of children . 
contain ergonomic accommodations , such as arm rest 178 . In a preferred form of the invention , all of the components 
The touchscreen device 176 may also serve as a display . described are assembled into a device and the device is 
The upper tray 171 includes an input electronics enclosure attached to the front wheel supports of a commercial non 

80. This enclosure 80 includes an input microcontroller 81 30 motorized stander . The kit can be shipped within one box to 
which receives information from multiple sources , including any end user and installed by that end user onto any stander 
the joystick 175 , input switches 174 , touchscreen device by a person with average mechanical abilities and requiring 

and from remote controls via hardware to gather the only the following modification of the original stander : 
wireless signal such as Bluetooth , Wifi , or R / C receiver 82 . removal of front two wheels and attachment of entire 
Input conditioning electronics 83 , such as digital or analog 35 device — via mounting plates — to the existing threaded holes 
circuits to interpret or power the inputs are enclosed within within the device . The wheel mounts are attached directly to 
the upper enclosure . the lower platform and wheels supported by these mounts . 

This wireless input device 177 would typically be used by The lower enclosure , shroud , and sensor mounts are all 
a therapist , parent , or adult and may be referred to as the attached directly to the lower platform . 
assistant input . The assistant input would include inputs for 40 The wireless input would typically be used by a therapist , 
cardinal directions 90 forward , backwards , right , left , as well parent , or adult and may be referred to as the assistant input . 
as stop 91 on one screen , as shown in FIG . 8A . Additional It is possible that a wireless device such as a smartphone , 
inputs , such as additive / override 96 from the remote deter- iPad or tablet be used as the sole source of input and this sole 
mine the function of the algorithm 102. Additional screens source of input could be controlled by the child . The 
would include a screen that indicates position 92 , using 45 interpretation of these multiple signals and determination of 
device GPS or other sensors , as well as diagnostic state of what user requested motion is performed on input micro 
the device 93 , as shown in FIG . 8B . Additional information controller 81 and shown schematically at 101. This algo 
includes statistics about usage 94 including speed , distance , rithm includes additive functions for example the combined 
and time of use , as shown in FIG . 8C . Battery indicator 95 input of forward switch and a right from the wireless device . 
will be communicated to the remote and displayed . 50 It includes safety functions , i.e. a Stop from wireless takes 

The ability to change speeds of the device via the wireless precedent over switches or joystick . The calculated desired 
app . The ability to change maximum speed with a physical user action is communicated to the motor controller via 
knob or switch 74 on the device , as shown in FIG . 4 . standard digital or analog protocols . 

In one embodiment , a touch screen device is used as the Wheel motion and differential steering . The motion of 
primary source of input and this sole source of input could 55 each of the motor driven wheels can be determined inde 
be controlled by the child . In this case , all of the function- pendently and the motion of each wheel can vary continually 
ality shown in FIGS . 8A - 8C would be included in the device from a maximum reverse speed to a maximum forward 
176 in FIG . 7 . speed . When both wheels are asked to rotate at the same rate 
The interpretation of these multiple signals and determi- and in the same direction , motion along a straight line 

nation of driver input 101 , shown in FIG . 10 , is performed 60 occurs . When the motors are commanded to rotate at dif 
on the input microcontroller 81 , shown in FIG . 9. The ferent speeds , the standers yaws and this is used to steer the 
combined driver input 101 is combined with information device . The radius of curvature of this is a function of the 
277 from the remote 177 , information 236 and 237 from difference in speeds between the motors and is , therefore , 
sensors 36 and 37 , and additional sensors 238. The algorithm also variable and ranges from “ spinning ” —pure yaw with no 
102 is embedded on the main microcontroller 77 and inte- 65 forward motion to “ infinity ” nearly straight line motion 
grates information from these multiple sources in order to with a very slow rate of yaw . The motions are available for 
determine appropriate motion of the stander . As examples of both forward and reverse motion . 
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Some scenarios that may be conducive to this : ance with the prescribed therapy , making it more likely that 
Straight line when user input is forward on joystick or the person will adhere to prescribed therapy sessions . 

switch and no other inputs available . Allowing a student to autonomously move about their 
Forward with some adjustment in heading may be used school environment in an upright position has the utility of 
when driver is in straight line and assistant is pressing 5 increasing autonomy and self - esteem and peer interactions , 
a turn button , to be used when heading towards a literally allowing for eye - to - eye contact at the same height . 
desired location is not exactly right . In some environments , such as gym class and outdoor play , 

When drop is detected in front of one stander wheel , being upright is important for the same reasons and inclu 
reverse on both wheels , but with higher speed on wheel sion . 
detecting drop . Mobility is an important use of this device . For a person 

The actual position of each wheel is monitored via the hall unable to locomote from place to place under their own 
effect or other sensors within the wheel and this information control , the standard solution is a wheelchair , which places 
is used by the motor controllers to ensure that each wheel the person in a lower sitting position . In an environment 
has moved the distance requested . The invention should such as shopping within a store or shopping center , a 
cover a configuration where the following functions are 15 motorized device that places the person in a standing posi 
performed by a single controller or an alternative configu- tion rather than sitting carries functional ( you can see over 
ration of microcontrollers . racks ) and psychological ( people are not looking down at 

Interpretation of multiple user inputs to create a desired you ) advantages . 
user direction include interpretation of additional sensors , Potential future realizations could include : 
including safety sensors and navigation information and 20 A larger size , more powerful system for heavier loads 
directions sent to each wheel to generate motion . including adult standers . 

The terms driver and assistant and it should be clear that Systems that accept input from various sources , includ 
this is valid for all sizes of people . ing : proximity sensors , smart phones , fixed “ base sta 

The integration of a vision , ultrasound , GPS or other tions . " 
navigational system could provide input to the central con- 25 The system could be used to mobilize any consumer 
troller . The central controller would still consider the inputs product , including recreational items such as drink 
from user , from wireless remote , from safety sensors before coolers . 
making a decision about desired wheel motion , but infor- Although various embodiments have been depicted and 
mation from the navigational system would be considered as described in detail herein , it will be apparent to those skilled 
part of this decision . 30 in the relevant art that various modifications , additions , 

This would include a dance mode wherein the device uses substitutions , and the like can be made without departing 
an acoustic sensor ( microphone ) to acquire signature of from the spirit of the disclosure and these are therefore 
surrounding environment . In this mode , the device will considered to be within the scope of the disclosure as defined 
determine the primary frequencies of the sound , which is in the claims which follow . 
typically occurring at the frequency of the beat in music . The 35 
device will generate a motion pattern of rotational and What is claimed : 
translational patterns that is in synchrony with the patterns , 1. A kit for converting a non - motorized stander to a 
thereby allowing the stander and driver to dance without the motorized stander that supports a person in an upright 
requirement of user input synchronized with the beat . position , comprising : 

In a tracking / flocking mode the device is aware of the 40 a lower assembly comprising at least one drive wheel 
presence and location of other agents , whether they are connected to a platform , a motor connected to the at 
additional standers or people carrying some transmission least one drive wheel , a power plant connected to the 
device and the stander motor controller is designed to move motor , a bumper connected to the platform and extend 
with the crowd , mimicking the behavior of a peripatetic ing beyond the at least one drive wheel towards a front 
human walking with a crowd , where small adjustments in 45 of the lower assembly so as to absorb impact from an 
heading and speed are made subconsciously . object , at least one sensor connected to the platform , 
A target / base station function includes the awareness of and at least one customizable mounting plate connected 

the stander to particular fixed positions of some significance . to the platform ; 
For example , a classroom desk , the kitchen sink , a parking a microprocessor adapted to interpret input from the 
charging point for wireless charging when the stander is 50 person supported in an upright position as well as the 
docked in a certain location . This could also be used for the at least one sensor ; 
stander to return autonomously to a charging station or to an upper tray assembly accessible to the person supported 
autonomously return to the user based on a location device in an upright position , the upper tray assembly com 
held by the user . The device is an assembly of hardware and prising an input device comprising a wired or wireless 
software forming a system that could be mechanically 55 input which controls wheel motion and steering ; and 
attached to most any device and thereby allowing controlled a pole adjustable in height connecting the lower assembly 
motion of that object . The immediate use is pediatric sized with the upper tray assembly so that a position of the 
standers . This could include modification of the stander by upper tray assembly is accessible to the person sup 
addition of these parts . This could also include a kit that is ported in an upright position , wherein the at least one 
distributed and then used to modify an existing stander . customizable mounting plate comprises a mounting 

Several important uses include a person is prescribed device attachable to a non - motorized stander . 
physical therapy sessions on a regular basis where they are 2. A kit according to claim 1 , wherein the at least one 
to “ stand ” in a standing device from 30-60 minutes once or sensor comprises a navigational sensor , acoustic sensor , 
more per day . The use of this device during those sessions safety sensor , bump sensor , position sensor , GPS , vision 
is to increase the enjoyment of those sessions . The ability to 65 sensor , or ultrasound sensor . 
move is , in itself , pleasurable and makes the therapy ses- 3. A kit according to claim 1 , wherein the at least one drive 
sions more interesting . This in turn , increases the compli- wheel comprises a pair of drive wheels . 
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4. A kit according to claim 1 , wherein the at least one 
customizable mounting plate comprises two customizable 
mounting plates each of which can be secured to the lower 
assembly platform at an adjustable distance apart from each 
other . 

5. A kit according to claim 1 , wherein the at least one 
customizable mounting plate comprises a protruding bolt 
that can be secured to a non - motorized stander . 

6. A method for converting a non - motorized stander to a 
motorized stander comprising : 

removing a wheel assembly from a non - motorized 
stander ; and 

attaching the non - motorized stander having the wheel 
assembly removed to at least one customizable mount 
ing plate of a kit comprising : 

a lower assembly comprising at least one drive wheel 
connected to a platform , a motor connected to the at 
least one drive wheel , a power plant connected to the 
motor , a bumper connected to the platform and extend 
ing beyond the at least one drive wheel towards a front 20 
of the lower assembly so as to absorb impact from an 
object , at least one sensor connected to the platform , 
and at least one customizable mounting plate connected 
to the platform , 

a microprocessor , 
an upper tray assembly comprising an input device com 

prising a wireless input which controls wheel motion 
and steering , and 

a pole adjustable in height connecting the lower assembly 
with the upper tray assembly , by attaching a mounting 30 
device of the at least one customizable mounting plate 
to the non - motorized stander . 
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